What Our Professionals Have To Say About Our Mentor Program
“I highly recommend this as an enormously enriching experience! My mentee and I have stayed
in touch for years since the MTSHRM/MTSU program kicked off.” Tracye Mayolo, SPHR –
MT|SHRM Member
“This is an incredible program with incredible students! If you have questions or concerns about
the commitment, I encourage you to reach out to Emily before deciding not to volunteer.”
Tiffany Coursey, PHR – MT|SHRM Member
“Mentoring is a great way to give back. Plus you'll learn something valuable either about HR or
about students about to enter the workforce.” Maggie Bahou, SPHR – MT|SHRM Member
“We are still in need of mentors. Please consider signing up for this amazing opportunity. I went
through this both as a student (and I am still close with my mentor! :), and as a professional; it is
an incredibly rewarding program.” Jaclyn Cremisi Pritchett, MA, PHR – MT|SHRM Member
“Curious if mentors ever make an impact? I just received this email today from a young
professional who I met two years ago as he was finishing up his degree . . .
Dennis,
A couple years ago we met up and you gave me some advice to follow when job
searching. I just wanted to email you now, a couple years later, and let you know how
much that meant and what an impact it had. I was able to find a job in my area of study,
doing financial, process and systems analysis, using the technical skills I developed while
I was in school. Within 2 years, I was promoted from an associate to a full analyst. So, I
just wanted to say thank you for the time you took out of your day to meet with me a
couple years ago, and know that it had a big impact on how things worked out.
Don't miss the opportunity to make a positive impact on a young person - become a Mentor
today . . . “ Dennis A. Stull, SPHR, CDE – MT|SHRM Member

What Our Students Have To Say About Our Mentor Program
“Having someone to be there to help you and guide you through the HR field, is great. The
mentors can show students how the field works and what they may need to do to get to that
step. This is a great idea. I really think even though it isn't face to face, Skype and webinars is
actually the way things are going now a days. I would want to be in the mentorship.” Traci
Sloan-Moore – Student at Argosy University
I was a student participant in the Mentoring Program last year, and I can say first hand it is an
extremely valuable experience for students! My mentor did an outstanding job of providing job
shadowing opportunities, linking me with professionals in my field of interest for conversations,
and just being a really good professional role model. For those who have the time, providing
such opportunities really opens doors for us just starting out, and I encourage you to get
involved!” Matt Sikorski – MTSU Student

